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Abstract 
A new method for unconstrained optimization i •" is presented. This method reduces the dimension of the problem in 
such a way that it can lead to an iterative approximate formula for the computation of (n - 1) components of the 
optimum while its remaining component is computed separately using the final approximations of the other components. 
It converges quadratically to a local optimum and it requires storage of order (n - 1) × (n - 1). Besides, it does not 
require a good initial guess for one component of the optimum and it does not directly perform gradient evaluations; thus 
it can be applied to problems with imprecise gradient values. 
Moreover, aprocedure for transforming the matrix formed by our method into a symmetric as well as into a diagonal one is 
presented. Furthermore, the proposed imension-reducing scheme using finite difference gradient and Hessian is presented. 
The methods have been implemented and tested. Performance information for well-known test functions is reported. 
Keywords: Dimension-reducing method; Unconstrained optimization; Reduction to one-dimensional equations; Bisec- 
tion method; Imprecise gradient values; Quadratic onvergence 
AMS classification: 65K10; 49M37; 90C30; 65H10 
1. Introduction 
There are a large variety of methods for unconstrained optimization of functions, 
f :~  ~ ~" ~ ~, (1.1) 
which require precise function and gradient values. However, in many optimization problems of 
practical interest he values of the objective functions and the corresponding gradients are known 
only imprecisely. For example, when the function and gradient values depend on the results of 
numerical simulations, then it may be difficult or impossible to obtain very precise values. Or, in 
other cases, it may be necessary to integrate numerically a system of differential equations in order 
to obtain a function value, so that the precision of the computed value is limited [11]. 
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Recently, new methods have been proposed [6-9] for the numerical solution of a system of 
nonlinear algebraic and/or transcendental equations: 
F(x) = 0"  = (0, 0 .... ,0), (1.2) 
where F = (f l ,  ..- ,f,): ~ = ~" ~ ~" is a continuously differentiable mapping in an open neighbor- 
hood 9"  = ~ of a solution x* ~ ~ of system (1.2). These methods incorporate the advantages of 
Newton and nonlinear SOR algorithms [14]. Specifically, although these methods use reduction to 
simpler one-dimensional nonlinear equations, they converge quadratically. 
In this paper, we derive and apply a new iterative procedure for the computat ion of an 
unconstrained opt imum of functions (1.1). This method is based on the methods tudied in [6-9] 
and it incorporates the advantages of Newton and SOR algorithms. Although this new procedure 
uses reduction to simpler one-dimensional nonlinear equations, it generates a quadratically 
converging sequence of points in ~"-  1 which converges to the n - 1 components of the opt imum 
while the remaining component  of the opt imum is evaluated separately using the final approxima- 
tions of the others. For this component an initial guess is not necessary and it is at the user's 
disposal to choose which will be the remaining component,  according to the problem. Also this 
method does not directly need any gradient evaluation and it compares favorably with quadrati- 
cally convergent optimization methods. 
In the next section the dimension-reducing optimization method is presented, its convergence is 
studied and the corresponding algorithm is proposed. In Section 3 we perturb the matrix obtained 
by the dimension-reducing procedure in order to transform it into a symmetric as well as into 
a diagonal one and we study the convergence of the produced scheme. In Section 4 we present he 
dimension-reducing optimization method utilizing finite difference approximations. Finally, we 
give numerical applications and some concluding remarks. 
2. The dimension-reducing optimization method and its convergence 
Notation. Throughout  his paper ~" is the n-dimensional real space of column vectors x with 
components x l ,x2 , . . . , x , , ;  (y;z) represents the column vector with components Yx ,Y2 , . . . ,  
y,,,, z l ,  z2, . . . ,  Zk; c~if(x) denotes the partial derivative of f (x )  with respect o the ith variable x~; 
g(x)  = (gl  (x ) , . . . ,  g,  (x))  defines the gradient Vf (x )  of the objective function f at x while H = [Hi j] 
defines the Hessian V2f (x )  of f at x; A denotes the closure of the set d and 
f (x l  . . . .  , x i -1 ,  ", xi+ 1, . . . ,  x,,) defines the mapping obtained by holding x l  . . . . .  x l -1 ,  xi+ l . . . .  , x,, 
fixed. 
To obtain a sequence {xP}, p = 0, 1, . . . ,  of points in •" which converges to a local opt imum 
(critical) point x* = (x~', ..., x*) ~ ~ of the function (1.1), we consider the sets ~i,  i = 1, ..., n, to be 
those connected components ofgF 1 (0) containing x* on which d,gi # 0, for i = 1, . . . ,  n respective- 
ly. Next, applying the Implicit Function Theorem [14] for each one of the components g~, 
i = 1, ..., n, we can find open neighborhoods d~'  ~ ~, -1  and ~¢*.i ~ R, i = 1 . . . . .  n, of the points 
y* = (x* . . . . .  x,*_ 1) and x,* respectively, such that for any y = (xl, ..., x , -1)  ~ A~" there exist 
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unique mappings ¢i defined and continuous in ~¢~ such that 
x, = qgi(y) e ~7"i, i = 1 . . . . .  n, (2.1) 
and 
g~(y; qg~(y)) = 0, i = 1,.. . ,  n. (2.2) 
Moreover, the partial derivatives t3~¢/, j = 1 . . . . .  n - 1, exist in ~1" for each ~p~, i = 1, .... n, they 
are continuous in ff~' and they are given by 
~j~i(y) = 6gi(y;¢~(Y)) 
~,g~(Y;~P~(Y))' i= l , . . . ,n , j=  1 , . . . ,n -  1. (2.3) 
Next, working exactly as in [7], we utilize Taylor's formula to expand the ~oi(y), i = 1 .... , n, 
about yP. By straightforward calculations, we can obtain the following iterative scheme for the 
computation of the n - 1 components of x*: 
y"+~ =yP+Ap -~Vp, p=0,1 , . . . ,  (2.4) 
where 
yP=[xP] ,  i=  1 , . . . ,n - I ,  (2.5) 
= [-I c'~jgi(yp;xp'') OJg"(yP;xP'") I-] i , j=  1, . n - 1, (2.6) 
Ap = [ai~] L~x~, ,  ) a .g . (y~;x~, , . ) _ ,  .. , 
Vp=[vi] =Ix  p ' ' -x# ' " ] ,  i=  1 , . . . ,n - i ,  (2.7) 
with x p'' = ':Pi(YP). After a desired number of iterations of (2.4), say p = m, the nth component of x* 
can be approximated by means of the following relation: 
m+l m,n m+l  jgn(Y  , Xn" ) 
x .  = x .  - (x j  -x ' ] ' )  ~ ,. . 
j= 1 ,g,(y ; x~"'") 
Next, we give a proof of convergence of the dimension-reducing optimization method (2.4). 
(2.8) 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the objective function f :  ~ c ~" ~ ~ is twice-continuously differentiable 
in an open neighborhood 2"  c ~ of a point x* = (x*, ..., x,*) ~ ~ for which g(x*) = 6)". Let ~i, 
i=  1,. . . ,  n, be those connected components of g/-a(0), containing x* on which t~,gi ~ 0 for 
i = 1,. . . ,  n respectively. Then the iterations of (2.4) and the relationship (2.8) will converge to x* 
provided the Hessian of f at x* is nonsingular and also provided the initial guess yO = (xO, ..., x,-1)° 
is sufficiently close to y* = (x*, ..., x*_l). Moreover the iterations yP, p = 0, 1 .... , of (2.4) have 
order of convergence two. 
Proof. The determinant of the matrix A. ,  obtained from the matrix Ap of(2.6) at x*, can be written 
as follows: 
det H (x*) 
det A.  = , 
Hi= 1 c '~.g i (x* )"  
Now, since the Hessian of f at x* is nonsingular then obviously Ap 
(2.9) 
is also nonsingular at x*. 
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The iterations (2.4) can be written as follows: 
yp+l = yp_  A~lMl , ,  p = 0, 1,.. . ,  (2.10) 
where 
Mp = [mi] = [--XVn 'i + xP'n], i = 1, ..., n -- 1. (2.11) 
Consider now the mapping 
A = (21 , . . . ,2 , -1 ) :~*  ~ ~n--1 ~ ~n-1  with 
(2.12) 
2 , (y )=- (0~(y)+cp, (y ) ,  i= l , . . . ,n -1 ,  
and denote the corresponding Jacobian by A'; then the iterative scheme (2.4) is equivalent to the 
following one: 
yV+~ =yP_A, (yp) - lA (yP) ,  p=0,1  . . . . .  (2.13) 
Consequently, by the well-known Newton's convergence theorem [13] for an initial guess yO 
sufficiently close to y*, the iterations yP, p = 0, 1,.. . ,  of (2.4) converge to y* and the order of 
convergence is two. 
Suppose now that for some p, for example p = m, we obtain y"  = y*. Then, relation (2.8) yields 
x~ +1 --- ~p,(y*) = x*. (2.14) 
Thus the theorem is proved. [] 
Remark 2.2. Relative procedures for obtaining x* can be constructed by replacing x, with any one 
of the components Xa .... , x,_ 1, for example Xint, and taking y = (Xl, ..., Xint- 1, Xint+ 1, " " ,  Xn)" 
Remark 2.3. The above described method does not require the expressions q~i but only the values 
x, p'i which are given by the solution of the one-dimensional equations 9i (x P, ..., x, p_ ~, .) = 0. So, by 
holding yP = (xl', ..., x, p- 1 ) fixed, we can solve the equations 
gi(yP; r v) = O, i = 1, . . . ,  n, (2.15) 
for r v in the interval (a, b) with an accuracy 6. 
We can use any one of the well-known one-dimensional methods [14] to solve the above 
equations. Here we employ a modified bisection method described in [17, 18]. According to these, 
for the computation of a root of the equation O(x) = 0, where ~: [a, b] = ~ --* ~ is continuous, we 
can use the bisection method which has been modified to the following version: 
X p+I ~-- X p + sgn~(xP)q/2 p+I, p = 0, 1 .... , (2.16) 
where x°= a, q = sgn~(a) (b -  a) and where sgn defines the well-known sign function. This 
method computes with certainty a root when sgn ~k(x °) sgn ~(x p) = -1  (see [19] for extensions). 
It is evident from (2.16) that the only computable information required by the bisection method 
is the algebraic signs of the function ft. We use this method since it is a global convergence method, 
it always converges within the given interval and it is optimal [16], in the sense that it possesses 
asymptotically the best rate of convergence. Besides, the number of the iterations v, which are 
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required to obtain an approximate root r* such that ]r - r*l ~< 6 for some 6 ~ (0, 1), is given by 
v = l-log2 ((b -a)3-~)-],  where the notation [-'7 refers to the smallest integer not less than the real 
number quoted. Moreover, it is the only method that can be applied to problems with imprecise 
function values. This procedure has been efficiently implemented for the computation of all the 
zeros and extrema of a function [10]. 
The proposed method is illustrated in the following algorithm in pseudo-code where 
g =(g l ,g2  . . . .  ,gn)  indicates the gradient of the objective function, x ° the starting point, 
a = (aa, a2 , . . . ,  a,), b = (b~, b2, . . .  , bn) indicate the endpoints in each coordinate direction which 
are used for the one-dimensional bisection (2.16), 6 the predetermined accuracy for applying the 
procedure (2.16), MIT the maximum number of iterations required and el, e2 the predetermined 
desired accuracies. 
Algorithm 1. Dimension-Reducing Optimization (DROPT) 
1. Input {x°; a; b; 3; MIT; e l ;  •2} .  
2. Setp=- l .  
3. If p < MIT replace p by p + 1 and go to the next step; otherwise, go to Step 14. 
4. If I I~(x011 ~< ~1 go  to  Step 14. 
5. Find a coordinate int such that the following relation holds: 
sgng i (x~, . . ,  x p ... xP , ) ' sgng i (x f ,  x p bint ,  p . . .  x ,V)=-1  i n t -  1~ a in t ,  XPnt+ 1 ~ ~ " ' "  , in t -  1 '  X in t+ 1~ 
for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,  n. If this is impossible, apply Armijo's method (see below) and go to 
Step 4. 
6. Compute the approximate solutions ri for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,  n of the equation 
x ~ x ~ r ~ x .  ~) = 0 gi(  1, 1, 1, " " '  in t -  i ,  X in t+ - " ,  
p,i by applying the iterative scheme (2.16) in (aim, bint) within accuracy 6. Set x~,, = ri. 
Set yP = (Xf ,  . X p t' ... Xpn). "" ~ in t - l '  X in t+ l ,  
Set the elements of the matrix Ap of relation (2.6) using Xint instead of x.. 
Set the elements of the vector Vp of relation (2.7) using xi.t instead of x.. 
Solve the (n - 1) x (n - 1) linear system Aps  p = - Vp for s p. 
SetyP+l =yP+s p. 
Compute xi,t by virtue of relation (2.8) and set x ~ = (yP; Xint). 
If II S" II ~< e2 go to Step 14; otherwise return to Step 3. 
Output {xP}. 
. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
The criterion in Step 5 ensures the existence of the solution ri which will be computed at Step 6. If 
this criterion is not satisfied we apply Armijo's method [-1, 20] for a few steps and then try again 
with our method. Our experience is that in many examples studied in various dimensions as well as 
for all the problems tudied in this paper (see Section 5), the application of such a subprocedure is 
not necessary. We have merged it in our algorithm for completeness. 
Based on this, we give the following subprocedure, where MAR is the maximum number of 
Armijo's iterations required, r/is an arbitrary assigned positive number and e the predetermined 
desired accuracy. 
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Algorithm 2. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Armijo's Modification of Steepest Descent 
Input {x°; MAR; qo; e}. 
Set k = - 1. 
Ifk < MAR, replace k by k + 1, set q = qo, m = 1 and go to the next step; otherwise, go to Step 8. 
If f (x  k --~/9(xk)) - - f (x  k) <~ -- ½ q II g(x k) II 5, go to Step 6; otherwise, set m = m + 1 and go to 
the next step. 
Set r] :-- q/2 m- 1 and return to Step 4. 
Set x k+l = x k _qg(xk). 
If IIg(xk)ll ~< e, go to Step 8; otherwise go to Step 3. 
Output  {x k : f (xk); 9(X k) }. 
In the case of the application of our method to imprecise problems, Algorithm 2 is replaced by 
other suitable algorithms as for example the corresponding one proposed in [20]. 
3. A perturbed dimension-reducing optimization method 
The proposed method computes any critical point x* o f f  (minimum, maximum or saddle) and it 
minimizes it if the matrix Ap of (2.6) is symmetric and positive definite so that the critical point is 
a minimizer. In general this matrix is not symmetric. A case where it is symmetric is given by the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. I f  the elements Hi , ,  i = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, of the Hessian are equal to each other, then the 
matrix Ap defined by relation (2.6) is symmetric. 
Proof. F rom relation (2.6) we observe that the matrix Ap is symmetric when 0,gi = ~?,gj. [] 
In the sequel we perturb the matrix Ap using proper perturbation parameters Aij, i, 
j = 1, ..., n -- 1, in order to transform it to a symmetric one. To this end we consider the mapping 
W = (Wx,..., w ,_~) :~*  ~ ~"-~ ~ ~"-~, with 
(3.1) 
t l - -1 
wi(y)= --~oi(y) + q),(y) + ~ Aijxj, i=  1 , . . . ,n -  1, 
j=l 
where the matrix A = Aij of the perturbation parameters i taken such that the inner products 
(x, A i )=0,  Vx~s~C*andV i= l , . . . ,n -1 ,  (3.2) 
with Ai =(A i l , . . . ,  Ai,,- t). 
Now, by choosing ½n(n - 1) arbitrary parameters A~j, i > j ,  and taking 
Aij = aji + dji --aii, i < j, (3.3) 
while the remaining parameters A, are computed so that (x, A~) = 0, the matrix A v = [a J  is 
transformed into a symmetric one. Since Aij, i > j, are arbitrarily chosen, we are able to transform 
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Ap to a diagonal one. Thus, by taking 
~jgi(yP; x~") + 
Aij = -a~j = - ~?.g~(yP;x~,i ) 0.g.(y~; x~.. ) , 
from relations (3.3) and (3.2) our method becomes 
yp+l = yP_D-~lMp,  p=0,1 , . . . ,  
where Dp is a diagonal matrix 
du = aii + Aii = F c3igi(yp; 
L c~.g,(yP; 
+--  
Xi j= l  
j4=i 
i=  1 , . . . ,n - - I ,  i> j ,  (3.4) 
with elements dii, i = 1 .... , n - 1, given by 
XPn".) c3ign(yP; XPn 'n) ] 
xP, '') O.g,(yP; xP, "") 
x P Jg i (Y ' ;  x"~'') ~'g"(YP; x,"'")]} 
J L ~ ~  - c~,g.(y"; xg.")] " 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Finally, after a desired number of iterations of the above scheme, say p = m, the nth component of 
x* is approximated using relation (2.8). 
Next, we give a proof of convergence of the perturbed imension-reducing optimization method 
(3.5). 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that the objective function f :~  c ~" ~ ~ is twice-continuously differenti- 
able in an open neighborhood ~* ~ ~ of a point x* = (x~, ... , x*) ~ ~ for which g(x*) = 0". Let 
~i, i=  1, ..., n, be those connected components of wTl(o), containing x* on which c?,wi-¢ 0 for 
i = 1 .... , n respectively where the functions wi are defined by (3.1). Suppose further that 
II A .  11/PI A II < 1, (3.7) 
where the matrix A ,  is obtained from the matrix Ap of (2.6) at x* and A is the perturbation matrix. 
Then the iterations (3.5) and relation (2.8) will converge to x* provided the Hessian of f at x* is 
nonsingular and the initial guess yO= (x o, ... o , x,-1) is sufficiently close to y*= (x*,..., x*_l). 
Moreover the iterations yP, p = O, 1,.. . ,  of (3.5) have order of convergence two. 
Proof. Following the proof of Theorem 2.1, since the Hessian of f at x* is nonsingular then A r is 
also nonsingular at x*. Moreover, since relation (3.7) is fulfilled, then by the Banach Permutation 
Lemma [14] the matrix (A, + A) is also nonsingular. 
Using the mapping (3.1) the scheme (3.5) can be written in the following form: 
y r+ l=yr_W, (yp) - ,W(yP) ,  p=0,1  .... , (3.8) 
where W' denotes the corresponding Jacobian. Clearly, we have W' = (A. + A) which is nonsingu- 
lar at x* and, consequently, by the well-known Newton's convergence theorem [13], for an initial 
guess yO sufficiently close to y*, the iterations yP, p = 0, 1,..., of(3.5) converge to y* and the order 
of convergence is two. 
Suppose now that for some p, for example p = m, we obtain y" = y*. Then, relation (2.8) yields 
* (3.9) x. "+ 1 = ~o.(y*) = x . .  
Thus the theorem is proved. [] 
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4. A finite-difference derivative dimension-reducing optimization method 
In this section we consider the dimension-reducing method for unconstrained optimization using 
finite difference gradients and Hessian. So, suppose that the function (1.1) is continuously differenti- 
able in the open convex domain 9 c ~", x e 9,  and let g(x) be Lipschitz continuous at x in the 
neighborhood 9. Assume x + he~ ~ 9,  i = 1,... ,  n, for a small quantity h, where e/denotes the ith 
unit vector; then using forward finite differences we obtain 
gi(X) = c~if ~-f(x + hei) - f (x )  (4.1) 
h 
Furthermore, the Hessian H(x) can be approximated using only values of f(x). To this end, 
suppose that the previous conditions regarding f are satisfied and assume x, x + he~, x + hej, 
x + hei + hej ~ 9, 1 <<. i, j <<. n, then 
02f  + hei + hej) - f (x  + hei) - f (x  + hej) +f (x )  ~jgi(x) (4.2) 
- -  h 2 
For error estimates for these approximations see [-4]. 
Using the above approximations to (2.4) and (2.8) we propose the following iterative scheme for 
the computation of the n - 1 components of an optimum x*: 
yp+I=yP+u;avp ,  p=0,1  .... , (4.3) 
where, applying (4.1) for g/instead of f, the elements of the matrix Up = [u/j] become 
- 
[ g/(YP +_hej; x~/) -gi(yP; x~") g.(yP + hej; x~'") -g.(yP;  x. (4.4) 
u/j = [_ g/(yp; x~,i + he.) _g/(yr; x~,i) g.(yP; x~'" + he.) -g.(yP;  x2 '~) ' 
while using (4.2) we have 
I p i  " " - f (yP + he/+ hej;x.' ) - f (yP  + hei;x~ "i) - f (yP  + he~; x2") + f(yP; x~") 
u/~ = _f(YP + he/;x~,/ + he.) _ f (y r  + hei; x~ "i) - f (yP ;  x~ "i + he.) + f(yP;x~ 'i) 
f (yP + hej; x~'" + he.) - f (yP  + hej; x~'") - f (yP;  x~'" + he.) . ; f(yP; x~" . (4.5) 
f(yP; x~'" + 2he.) -2 f (yP ;  x~'" + he.) + f(yP; x~' 
After a desired number of iterations of (4.3), say p = m, the nth component of x* is approximated by 
means of one of the following relations: 
.-1 { m.) 
X2 + a X. E . m+ l g.(ym + hej; x. ' --g.(Ym; Xm'") ~ = m,. __ tXj -- X~') - -  (4.6) 
j=a g.(ym; xm,. + he.) __g.(ym; xm,.) J' 
or  
Xn m+l  = Xn m'n __ j -- XT)  
j= l  
f (ym + hej; x m'" + he.) - f (y"  + hej; xT'") _f(ym; xm,. + he.) + f(ym; xm,.) ~. 
X 
f(ym; xm,. + 2he.) --2f(ym; x.'m" + he.) + f (y  m;x.m,.) 
(4.7) 
The signs of the gradient which are required by our method are obtained by virtue of (4.1). 
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5. Numerical applications 
The procedures described in this paper have been implemented using a new FORTRAN 
program named DROPT (Dimension-Reducing OPTimization). DROPT was tested on the 
University of Patras HP-715 system as well as on a PC IBM compatible with random problems of 
various dimensions. Our experience is that the algorithm behaved predictably and reliably and the 
results were quite satisfactory. Some typical computational results are given below. For the 
following problems, the reported parameters indicate: n dimension, x ° = (Xl, x2 .... .  x,) starting 
point, h = (hi, h2, ..., h,) starting stepsizes in each coordinate direction, x*= (x~', x*, ..., x, ) 
approximate local optimum computed within an accuracy of e = 10-a, IT the total number of 
iterations required to obtain x*, FE the total number of function evaluations (including deriva- 
tives), ASG the total number of algebraic signs of the components of the gradient that are required 
for applying the iterative schemes (2.16). 
In Tables 1-3 we compare the numerical results obtained, for various starting points, 
by applying Armijo's steepest descent method [1] as well as conjugate gradient 
methods and variable metric methods, with the corresponding numerical results of the 
method presented in this paper obtained on the University of Patras HP-715 system. 
The index e indicates the classical starting point. Furthermore, D indicates divergence or 
nonconvergence while FR, PR and BFGS indicate the corresponding results obtained by 
Fletcher-Reeves [15], Polak-Ribiere [15] and Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) [4] 
algorithms, respectively. Also we compare our method with well-known and efficient root- 
finding methods uch as Brown's method [3], a Brent-Gay modification of Brown's method, 
specifically the modification of Brown's method suggested by Brent [2] and followed by Gay 
(BBG) [5], as well as with Brent and Choleski-Newton methods (CN) [15]. These root-finding 
methods as well as our method, for the examples examined below, are applied to the following 
system of equations: 
j = I OXi 
where .f is the objective function. 
Example 5.1 (Rosenbrock function [12]). This example gives the optimum for the objective 
function f given by 
2 
,[(x) = y~ fZ(x), (5.2) 
i=1  
where 
fl (x) = 10 (x2 -- x2), f2 (x) = 1 - x1 ,  (5.3) 
with f (x*)  = 0 at x* = (1, 1). As our starting values we utilized x ° = ( -  1.2, 1) and h = (2, 2). We 
obtained the x* = (1, 1) after IT = 1, FE = 4 and ASG = 20. 
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Table 2 
Freudenstein and Roth function 
249 
x ° Armijo FR PR BFGS DROPT 
IT FE IT FE IT FE IT FE IT FE ASG 
(0.5, --2) ~ 1827 24 155 18 356 8 187 7 138 3 12 60 
(0.5, 1000) 1380 18770 D D D D D D 3 12 60 
( -2 ,  -2 )  1119 14625 19 336 8 180 7 121 4 16 80 
( -20,  20) 1851 24986 24 451 10 211 9 149 5 20 100 
(4.5, 4.5) 1239 16 289 18 342 9 196 8 129 3 12 60 
(10, 100) 1845 24664 10 200 9 194 9 170 3 12 60 
(12, 2) 2027 26 886 70 1145 8 130 7 103 3 12 60 
(4, - 1000) 1886 25 597 D D D D D D 3 12 60 
x ° Brown BBG Brent CN DROPT 
IT FE IT FE IT FE IT FE IT FE ASG 
(0.5, -2)" 5 25 6 30 6 30 8 48 3 12 60 
(0.5, 1000) D D D D D D 32 192 3 12 60 
( - 20, - 200) D D D D D D 25 150 5 20 100 
(4.5, -8 )  D D D D 15 75 14 84 3 12 60 
(10, -20)  D D 21 105 D D 18 108 3 12 60 
(12, -24)  38 190 D D D D 18 108 3 12 60 
(4, - 1000) D D D D D D 35 210 3 12 60 
(10, 100) D D D D D D 22 132 3 12 60 
Example  5.2 (Freudenstein and Roth function [12]) .  In  th is  example  the ob jec t ive  funct ion  f is 
g iven by  
2 
f(x) = ~ f.2(x), (5.4) 
i=1  
where  
f l (x )  = -13  +x l  +( (5  -Xz )X2-2)x2 ,  f2 (x)  = -29  + x l  +( (x2  + 1)x2 -14)x2 ,  (5.5) 
w i th  f (x* )= 0 at x*= (5, 4) and  f (x* )= 48.9842. . .  at  x*= (11 .41 . . . ,  -0 .8968. . . ) .  As our  
s tar t ing  va lues  we ut i l i zed  x ° = (0.5, -2 )  and  h = (2, 2). We obta ined  the x* = (5, 4) after  IT  = 3, 
FE  = 12 and  ASG = 60. 
Example  5.3 (Brown almost-linear function [12]) .  In  this case the ob jec t ive  funct ion  f is g iven by 
f(x) = i f iZ(x),  (5.6) 
i=1  
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Table 4 
Rosenbrock function 
25l 
x ° Brown BFGS DROPT FDDROPT 
IT FE IT FE IT FE ASG IT FE ASG 
( - 1.2, 1) ~ 22 210 22 343 1 4 20 1 6 20 
( -3 ,  6) D D 28 436 4 16 80 21 126 420 
( -3 ,  45) D D 51 771 4 16 80 23 138 460 
(100, 1) D D 26 410 1 4 20 1 6 20 
(0.7, -4 )  15 75 45 682 4 16 80 9 54 180 
(0.5, -5 )  16 80 51 783 6 24 120 6 36 120 
(0.8, 3) D D 16 235 4 16 80 9 54 180 
(1, 2) 17 85 13 193 1 4 20 1 6 20 
where 
f i (x )=x i+ ~ x j - (n+l ) ,  1 <~i<n, f . (x)= xj -1 ,  (5.7) 
j= l  j= 
with f(x*) = 0 at x* = (a,. . . ,  a, a 1-") where a satisfies the equation ha" - (n + 1)a" 1 + 1 = 0 
and f(x*) = 1 at x* = (0,.. . ,  0, n + 1). As our starting values we utilized n = 3, x ° = (0.5, 0.5, 
0.5) and h = (2, 2, 2). We obtained the x* = (0.76759187, 0.76759187, 1.69722437) after IT = 6, 
FE = 54 and ASG = 180. 
Next, we apply our method using finite differences (FDDROPT) and we compare these results 
with the corresponding ones obtained by Brown, DROPT and BFGS methods without finite 
differences for various starting guesses. These results are shown in Table 4. 
6. Concluding remarks 
This paper describes a new efficient numerical method for computing an unconstrained local 
optimum. This method rapidly minimizes general functions and it appears to be superior to other 
well-known optimization and root-finding methods on a variety of classical test functions. We have 
tested our method for higher dimensions and we have observed relative results. In the case of large 
sparse problems, if, for some reason, the component Xin t which corresponds to the dimension- 
reducing component is missing for some component gi, we replace it by the function gi + gk where 
gk includes xint. 
Although the method of this paper uses reduction to simpler one-dimensional equations, it 
converges quadratically to n - 1 components of the optimum, while the remaining component of 
the optimum is evaluated separately using the final approximations ofthe other components. Thus, 
it does not require a good initial estimate for one component of the optimum. Besides, this method 
does not directly perform gradient evaluations, ince it uses the modified one-dimensional bisection 
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method. It requires only that the algebraic signs of the function and gradient values be correct, so 
that it can be applied to problems with imprecise function values. 
Since in general the matrix of our reduced system is not symmetric, we have transformed it to 
a symmetric one by using proper perturbations. Also, applying this transformation we have been 
able to obtain analytical forms of the equivalent diagonal matrix. 
Furthermore, we have substituted finite difference approximations for the elements of the matrix 
Ap and we give the corresponding dimension-reducing scheme. By means of this, we have been able 
to compute optimum points utilizing only values of the objective function. 
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